
III GEOMETRICAL OLYMPIAD IN HONOUR OFI.F.SHARYGINTHE CORRESPONDENCE ROUND1. (8) A triangle is ut into several (not less than two) triangles. One of them isisoseles (not equilateral), and all others are equilateral. Determine the angles ofthe original triangle.2. (8) Eah diagonal of a quadrangle divides it into two isoseles triangles. Is it truethat the quadrangle is a diamond?3. (8-9) Segments onneting an inner point of a onvex non-equilateral n-gon to itsverties divide the n-gon into n equal triangles. What is the least possible n?4. (8) Does a parallelogram exist suh that all pairwise meets of bissetors of its anglesare situated outside it?5. A non-onvex n-gon is ut into three parts by a straight line, and two parts are puttogether so that the resulting polygon is equal to the third part. Can n be equal to:a) (8) �ve?b) (8-10) four?6. a) (8-9) What an be the number of symmetry axes of a heked polygon, that is, ofa polygon whose sides lie on lines of a list of heked paper? (Indiate all possiblevalues.)b) (10-11) What an be the number of symmetry axes of a heked polyhedron, thatis, of a polyhedron onsisting of equal ubes whih border one to another by planefaets?7. (8-9) A onvex polygon is irumsribed around a irle. Points of ontat of itssides with the irle form a polygon with the same set of angles (the order of anglesmay di�er). Is it true that the polygon is regular?8. (8-9) Three irles pass through a point P , and the seond points of their intersetionA, B, C lie on a straight line. Let A1, B1, C1 be the seond meets of lines AP ,BP , CP with the orresponding irles. Let C2 be the meet of lines AB1 and BA1.Let A2, B2 be de�ned similarly. Prove that the triangles A1B1C1 and A2B2C2 areequal.9. (8-9) Suppose two onvex quadrangles are suh that the sides of eah of them lie onthe middle perpendiulars to the sides of the other one. Determine their angles.10. (8-9) Find the lous of enters of regular triangles suh that three given points A,B, C lie respetively on three lines ontaining sides of the triangle.11. (8-10) A boy and his father are standing on a seashore. If the boy stands on histiptoes, his eyes are at a height of 1 m above sea-level, and if he seats on father'sshoulders, they are at a height of 2 m. What is the ratio of distanes visible for himin two ases? (Find the answer to 0.1, assuming that the radius of Earth equals6000 km.) 1



12. (9-10) A retangle ABCD and a point P are given. Lines passing through A andB and perpendiular to PC and PD respetively, meet at a point Q. Prove thatPQ ? AB.13. (9-10) On the side AB of a triangle ABC, two points X, Y are hosen so thatAX = BY . Lines CX and CY meet the irumirle of the triangle, for the seondtime, at points U and V . Prove that all lines UV (for all X; Y , given A;B;C) havea ommon point.14. (9-11) In a trapezium with bases AD and BC, let P and Q be the middles ofdiagonals AC and BD respetively. Prove that if 6 DAQ = 6 CAB then 6 PBA =6 DBC.15. (9-11) In a triangle ABC, let AA0, BB0 and CC 0 be the bissetors. Suppose A0B0 \CC 0 = P and A0C 0 \BB0 = Q. Prove that 6 PAC = 6 QAB.16. (9-11) On two sides of an angle, points A, B are hosen. The middle M of thesegment AB belongs to two lines suh that one of them meets the sides of the angleat points A1, B1, and the other at points A2, B2. The lines A1B2 and A2B1 meetAB at points P and Q. Prove that M is the middle of PQ.17. (9-11) What triangles an be ut into three triangles having equal radii of irum-irles?18. (9-11) Determine the lous of verties of triangles whih have presribed orthoenterand enter of irumirle.19. (10-11) Into an angle A of size �, a irle is insribed tangent to its sides at pointsB and C. A line tangent to this irle at a pointM meets the segments AB and ACat points ò and Q respetively. What is the minimum � suh that the inequalitySPAQ < SBMC is possible?20. (11) The base of a pyramid is a regular triangle having side of size 1. Two of threeangles at the vertex of the pyramid are right. Find the maximum value of thevolume of the pyramid.21. (11) There are two pipes on the plane (the pipes are irular ylinders of equal size,4 m around). Two of them are parallel and, being tangent one to another in theommon generatrix, form a tunnel over the plane. The third pipe is perpendiularto two others and uts out a hamber in the tunnel. Determine the area of thesurfae of this hamber.
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